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PROPELLERS IN YAW
By Herbert S. Ribner
oU,aaARY
It was realized as early as 1909 that a pro_)eller in
yaw develops a side force like that of a fin. in 1917,
R. G, Harris expressed this force in terms of the torque
coefficient for the unyawed pl_opel!er. Of several at-
tempts to express the side force directly in terms of the
shape of the blades, hoJever, none has been completely
satisfactory. An anai[_,sis that incorporates induction
effects not adequately covered in orev_ous _ork and that
gives good a_reemont with _xperimJnt over a _ride range of
operating conditions is presented he_-ein. The presen_
analysis sho_rs that the fin ana!ojy may be extended to
the form of '_
_ side-force e;q>ress_.cn and that '_,t= . _'ffec-
t!ve fin ares. may be tai'_en as the projected side area of
the propeller. The cffectivc asooct rat<o is of the
o,_d@r of 8 and the aporo_.riate dynamic pressure is roughly
treat at the propeller, disk as aujmented by the inflcw.
The variation of the inflow velocity, fcr a fi._<ed-pitch
propeilcr, acccunts for most of the _ariation of side
force with advance-diamoter ratio V/riD.
The propeller forces due to an angular velocity of
pitch are also analyzed and are shown _o be very small
for the pitchinj velocities that may actually be realized
in maneuvers, with the exception of the s_in.
Further conclusions are: A dual-rotating propeller
in yaw develops un to one-third more side Yorce than a
S'N_" .... 4- 4- "
propeller expe_.,iences a pitching moment in addition to
the side force. The pitching moment is of the order of
the moment produced by a force equal to the side force,
act"in,_ at the end j_. a lever arm :_.__
_a_._._.to the propeller
radius. This cross-coup!in[_ between pitch and yaw is
small, but poss_ ._y not ne%_.!ig'ib!e.
/
!
/'
A correction to the Side force for compressibility
is included.
INTRODUCTION
The effecb of power on the stability and control of
aircraft is becomin_ of greater importance with increase
in engine output and propeller solidity. _n important
part of this effect is due to the aerodynamic forces
experienced by the propeller under any deviation from
uniform flight parallel to the t_.russ axis. The remaining
part is due to the interference between the propeller
slipstre_mn and the other parts of the airplane structure.
A nu__ber of workers have considered the forces ex-
perienced by the propeller. It was pointed out in 1909
(reference I), apparently by Lanchester, that a propeller
in yaw develops a considerable side force. The, basic
analysis was _,u_r,__,,__ in 19_S, by R. G. Harris (reference2),
who showed that a pitchlmg moment arises as well. Glauert
(references 3 and A) extenc]ed the method to derive the
other stability derivatives of a propeller.
Harris and Glauert expressed the forces and moments
in terms of the thrust and torque coefficients for the
tmyawed propeller, which were pres,_r_sbly to be obtained
exoerimental!y. The analyses did not take into account
certain induction effects analogous to the downwash as-
sociated v:ith a finite wing. It is noteworth_ that with
a semiempirical factor the Harris equation for side force
does give good agreement with experiment (see reference 5).
Pistolssl (reference 6) in 192'$ considered the induction
effects but his treatment was restricted to an idealized
particular case. L_lingemann and Weinig (reference 7)
in 1935 published an analysis neglect" ,"
_n_ the induction
effects; the treatmer_t appears almost identical with the
account given in 1935 by Glauert in reference _.
Tb.ere have been several notable atteF;gts to express
the side force directly in terms of the shape of the
blades. Bairstow (reference $)pi'esented a detailed
analysis in 1919 that neglected the induction effects.
_isztal (reference 9) published an investigation in 19_2
that did not have this limitation _d that is probably
the most accurate up to the present. Misztal,s result,
however, is in a very complex form from the point of view
of both practical com_utation and physical interpretation;
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there is, in addition, an inacd[uracy in the om2ssion of
the effects of the additional apparent-mass of the air
disturbed by the s[dewash of the s].iostre_i.
Very recently Rum.oh, _%ite, and Grummmn (reference I0)
published an analysis that relates the side force directly
to the plan form in a very simple marmer. Reference !0,
however, (i) does not include the ordinary inflow in the
analysis and (2) applies unsteady-lift theor}.' in an im-
proper manner to account for the induction effects. As
a consequence of (I), the equations are badly in error at
high slinstream velocities. As a consequence of (2),
the equations fail _o predict the substantial increase
in side force that exper:!_i_,ent shows _s oro_id,.sd by dual
rotation. _n,_ i_:oro_er use of _;_o+-_s_-7 _ft t.heorT con-
sisted in using formulas that aoply to the case of a
finite _irfoi! with an essent_.a!l 7 roctilLne_<r wake. The
vortex loops shed by the finite sirfo_il, rhich produce
the interference f!ov:'_ are distributed along this recti-
linear wake. The correspond:[ng vortex loops shGd L_y a
propeller blade in yaw, however, lie along th,s hel.lcal
path traversed by the blade. The interference flov..:is
quite different from the flow for the case of a recti-
linear-_,a_-_. T-_ fact it can bp. _h_._..__-_ the
........ i _ -. "..... _i i_ vortex
1OO_DS shed durlr, g the unsteafiy lift _°a±mne themselves i_
such a way as to oroduce an inflow anti symmetry. This
antisymmetr-y is one of the two _.nduction effects that
will be deduced in the oresent _,u--_-T_-:s from iuomer!ttm-_
considerations,
To s-_: uo, there are _\_,-_]ab!_._.__e no ana!_ses. based on
the blade shape that are sufficlent!y accurate over the
whole r-,_ge of nrooeller operat:in___ con@it:tons and the
_n_l_szs that is th-)most accurete is not in. a satis-
factorily simo!e form. For this reason a _sew met.hod of
_n___ysis i_ presented that fs an attempt at greater
simplicity and accuracy. The present analysis shows
that the fin analogy may be extended to the form of -the
side-force _ _ ° _ The ......... ire ar .... may
• "1
taken as the :_oj_c_._ side ares. z of the ?reoeller and
!The projected s_de area "._ t_e area oro iected " t_,,e
_ " _...,rougn the axis of' rot_t-!on.u_acies on e Ol.ane h _ _ . l_or
one or tv;o blades t'_'is arcs varies vi.th azi_uth_ but
the avere.g:e value is of n ...... . ,- ._
.,o ....... n here ih,:_ average
projected side area is gfiw:n toa close ap:proxi!Tiation
by one-half the nut, her of bl_"-_ _,...... times the __.e;:.__-pro-
jected by a single blade on a pisne co---_taining the
blade center line s.nd the a)-is of rotatJ_o:u.
4the effective aspect ratio is of the order of 8. This
equivalent fin area may, with small error, be regarded
as situated in the inflow at the propeller disk and
subject to the corresponding augmented dyn_ic pressure.
The variation with V/nD of the dynamic pressure at the
propeller disk, for a fixed-pitch propeller, therefore
accounts for most of the variation of side force with
V/nD.
SY_BOLS
The formulas of the present report refer to a system
of body axes. For single-rotating propellers, the origin
is at the intersection of the axis of rotation and the
plane of rotation; for dual-rotating propellers, the
origin is on the axis of rotation halfway between the
planes of rotation of the front and rear propellers. The
X-axis is coincident with the axis of rotation and directed
forward_ the V-axis is directed to the right and the
Z-axis is directed downward. ThG symbols are defined as
follows:
D propeller diameter
s' disk area 2/L)
S wing area
R tip radius
r radius to any blade element
r
_Animum radius at v.'hich shank blade sections
.... _ _ 0.2R)develoo lift (_ak_n as
X fraction of tip radius (r/_)
t
xo value of x corresponding to ro , {_ro/R)
x s ratio of spinner radSus to tip radius
B number of blades
b blade section c_hord
c wing reference chord
50",
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C
V
a
a n
g
V a
V 8
V
s
q
fl 6)
\
sC
fl Cs.) =
n
J
P
relative blade section chord
BI_)O •75R
solidity at O.75R
0.75R
or
free- stream velo _-_.._=_
+ -1
2 /
ma__:d_., _. of sound in fre ,:_,..._-trc;:_:_
normal acceleret ion
acceleration of _....
a.xisi ve!oci ..... ,_ '-'oj at orot,,cl.ie_-_dis'!<
_ v( I + s)!
velocity comsonent in directiof of decr, easin C 9
of relative _:_ind at bl_.-'._.. .. elemr_nt (_i_-_ .... s!io
st.remn rotational velocity)
_] =,"-stream veloci% V {' _ _.._..°-.._ ....
nractlce,_, i ___om.._.,_or _=._..'oe) [%_(i + 2a)]
ve!ocit) of pit ....._n s
function @.¢f!ned in equation (I)
function define _ in equation r2)_
f
q.- l"g_O t ol _
1 ] + (! + _a, _j
_, .,_ + 2,t,.) _
I + (! + _a) _
revolutions oer second
ao-vaz_ce- Qi a,_-t _,,_.rat!n (v/_-_,'_
blade an_le to reference chord
/
/
6E!
EV
g_
c_
cd
O
C
dF
T
T
C
CT
q
qc
W
X,Y,Z
blade angle to zero-lift chord
angle of blade relative to Y-axis measured in
direction of rot tlona "
effective helix angle including inflow and
rotation (tan -1 Va_/8_
angle of yaw, radians
effective angle of attack of blade element (D o - _)
angle of sidewash in slipstream far behind propeller
nominal induced angle of sidewash at propeller
disk
effective average induced angle of sidewash at
propeller disk
sidew_sh velocity far behind propeller
airpl.ane llft coefficient
blade section lift coefficient
blade section profile-drag coefficient
slope of blade section lift curve, per radian
(dcT/d_" sverage value taken as 0.95 × 2w)
force component on a blade element in direction
of d _ 'o" _ 8 Seee__ea_ing ( fig. _.)
thrust
thrust coefficient
thrust coefficient
torque
torque coefficient
weight of airplane
(T/ V2D2)
2_h.
forces directed along positive directions of X-,
Y-, and Z-axes, respectively
/
/
/
i
/
7c_
oJ
I
moments about X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively,
in sense of right-handed sc]'.ew; in appcndix 7._
an@ figure 9, J_ refers to the free-stream .._a_
num.b er
Ne effective :'Tach number fol .....o__-_;J_ _ller side force
(See appendix B.)
A', B', C', D' functions defined in equations (_.)
a', b', c' d' integra!__.....s _e.rir,_i__._,_.._,-,_.... equations (21) and
(_0)
znt,__era_.s u_.L._,,.ed ,, e _ _,;._ (._I) and (,_)bl, b2 " _..... 1 '_
"
12 iutegra! def.,_ned by equation (4.m, <_ b_,.,
T integral d=,fznec .... equation (_,.. ""
f,' defined by equat_<) oi,,
.... n (<__ (Zero fo:_ (_ua!-rotating
pr.ope]..!ez-s)
A defined by _qu_t.._on ('' "u_!_.) (Zero _ _±o. dual-rotatin S
propel!ers)
1!,1 defined "by equation (L!_5)
k !
ka
k s
corrention_ ±_ct.or definec] ",T,._.,eq._:,__.'on t' _)
s.mt_e_a....factor _.'-I.lLed b7 equ:.tion (].j.
spinner Sactor ._._.=. .. za,_._.ned i:)_, equation (yo)
C i
constant _n _r._ "
side-.force coefficient
k S
/1 .Z z
] 2 _'r/_,- V o,
_ll v- ,o
or- ]tq,, Ioitchinm-r,:om_,nt co,_ef-_ cient
side-force derivative with z'<<_spect to yaw (6Cv,/$9)_
8Ditching-moment derivative with respect to yaw
C.y t
q
Cm'q
S O
A
side-force derivative with respect to pitching
I
pitting-moment derivative with respect to
pit thing I" --_-" I
• i
_rojected side area of pro_eller (See footnote I.)
aspect ratio
Subscripts:
0 .7 _'Io
C
measured at 0.75R station (x = 0.75)
o X
divided by pV2D 2 if a force, by PVaD _ if a moment;
designates quantities corrected for compres-
sibility in appendix B and figure 9
e effective
k index that takes the values i to B to designate
a particular propeller blade
max maxi mL!.m
stall at stall
A bar over a symbol denotes effective average value.
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Prooeller in Steady Axial Flight
The section shown in fi_jure ! is part of a right-
hand propeller blade moving to the right and advancing
upward. The components of the relative wind are V a
and V0, where V a is the axial velocity including the
inflow and V e is the rotational velocity including the
o
J
O_
I
slipstream rotation. The force component in tbe direc-
tion of decreasing 8 is:
dF = dL sin _ + dD cos
: _Va2b dr sin _.+.._Cd_o cos __
Sl?& _-
_ F_. 2_ dr 'I _,- -E,j_ , !/)! (1)
and the contribution to the thrust is
dT : dL cos J - dD s'.n !X
[: 2 /_ cos /- c d sin _,._]
: _Va_bd r, < 0 /'-sin 2 </
i
P 2 .-[tl(J)'- i: _V_ -O dr r- (2)
,_q .... OP,.S _ _:,'_ ",_,_ .-
- (_ .LV :. O.(..J. ,.),), .
the terms to nondimensiona! form. Inasmuch at.. Va=V(i+a),
there _ _ _,r_s_ to
(l + a) 2 b
- f_(_)_IxdFc _ D
whe re
'1 + a) 2 b
- t. (y) dx
dTc _ D i
dF c _ PVaD2
and
. d T
r_T _ .
_" c -- p,;SD:::,_
r
I0
Propeller under Altered Flight Conditions
Force comoonents on blade element.- In equations (I)
and (2) for dF and dT, V a occurs explicitly in the
factor Va 2 and implicitly in _ and in terms depending
on _; Ve occurs only implicitly in _ and in terms
deoending on _. The relationship is _ = tan-I V_&,
V 8
which can be seen in figure I. By partial differentia-
tion, therefore, the increments in dF and dT due to
any small changes whatsoever in V e
fixed blade angle,
[_(dF)
_(d_)= e(eF)_ eve+ +
_ % _v=
and a similar expression for 6(tiT).
and
dF)
V a are, for
The substitution
of equations (]) and (2) gives, when put in nondimensional
form,
v=
6(dTc)- (I+ a)2 b [ _ _t I (2t I j_ _t_][c,,
The following abbreviations are helpful:
va _ve _
B ' 2fl 6_ 6fl
Va va _va _
c'_ 6_ Stl
v _J
'a 6V()
D ' 2tl ____ _tl
Va Va 6V a _%
,,.\ H.\
= bID)/ID) 0 •75R
\
II
Cr-.,
r_
C"J
!
i-]
where fl and
respectively.
tI
__,..,,..,._,,. ,.ons ,3) bocome
are defined in equations (i) and (2),
/ (5)
Wb...e_,-r'@all the factors are nondimensiona!.
....... _n_ ....-,omentse.<L_e-m...._enced by_ complete propeller.
7 ua_ions (_, __q , i give Lhe comoonsnt-force "ncrements due to
altered. -_'_"±_mght ,conditions on an element of a singleblade, di_ded
by pV2D 2 The _
.. ° _or_e and moment increments experienced
by the como!ete or,o_)e!ler of B blades, with r_spect to
" _ " may be written asthe body axes ._hov,'nin f_gule 2,
Forces:
_,_oments :
x - = °k=i
(6)
k=B R
Y = _/__ / 6(dF)k sin e k (7)
k:l
k:B ,_R
%--J/-- k (8)Z : 6 (dF) cos ek
k:l o
k=B R
.... ,/to
L - I-_,) --- \ rS( ]
k=t
_ = z ] r_(di')ksin ek
k:--f _ro
(9)
(io)
J
12
k:B _R
N =-Z./' r6(dT) k cos
k:l w r0 8k
(!i)
where the subscript k refers to the kth propeller
blade. In order to obtain the nondlmensional form X,
Y, Z, and T are divided by pV2D 2 to give Xc' Yc' Zc,
and Tc and L, 74, N, and Q
give Lc' _'[c' Nc' and Qc"
8(dF) k becomes 6(dFc)k ,
r
r
x
o
are divided by pV2D 3 to
In the equations (6) to (ii),
becomes -- = _..
D 2
to i, where x
0
8(dT) k becomes 6(dTc) k, and
The limits of integration become
r
o
R"
Stability derivatives of propeller.- The analysis
up to this point has been of a general nature in that the
formulas are applicable, for a fixed-pitch propeller, to
any type of deviation from steady axial advance - that
is, the formulas may be used to calculate all the stability
derivatives of a fixed-pitch propeller. In addition, the
formulas are applicable to those stability derivatives of
a constant_speed propeller that are not associated with
changes in blade angle. This restriction could be re-
moved, however, by extending the analysis at the outset
to include a term in d_o.
A particular stability derivative can be Obtained
by determining and substituting in equations (5) the
values of dV8/v s and dVa/V a appropriate to the
motion under consideration. For dual-rotating Propellers
equations (5)must beset up independently for both propeller
sections with signs appropriate to the respective direc-
tions of rotation. Values of dVg/V a and dVa/V a that
are average for both sections are used for each section.
Note that dV 9 is the change in the component of the
effective relative wind acting on a blade in its plane
of rotation and dV 9 must therefore include the effect
of any changes induced by the motion in the rotational
speed of the oropeller relative to the airplane.
13
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The possible unaccelerated motions of a propeller
comorise flight (i) at a steady angle of yawp (2) at a
steady angle of pitch, (3) with an angular velocity of
yaw, (_) with an angu].ar velocity of pitch, (5) with an
angular velocit 2 of roll, (6) with an increment in for-
ward speed, and any combination of these. It is clear
from the sym_.etry of the propeller that motions (I) and
(2) are similar and motions (3) and (2) are similar.
Accordingly, of the six possible deviations of a pro-
peller from a given mode of steady axial advance, only
four are distinct. These four may be taken as angle
of yaw _, angular velocity of pitch q, angular veloc-
ity of roll, and increment in forward velocity.
Glauert has shown in reference 3 that neither yawed
flight nor flight with Bn angular velocity of pitch,
when these disturbances are small, changes the torque on
the propeller. Accordingly, neither mode will tend to
change the rotational velocity, and derivatives with re-
spect to yaw or ar.gular velocity of pitch are independent
of the rate of changQ of engine torque with engine revolu-
tions. Furthermore, results for these derivatives ob-
tained for a fixed-pitch propeller are equally applicable
to a constant-speed _ropel!er because the constant-speed
mechanism is not brought into ooeration.
Both angular velocity of roll and increment in for-
ward velocity clearly affect the torque of the propeller.
The engine will attempt to alter its revolutions to attain
an equilibrium value. If the propeller has fixed pitch,
the adjustment will take place and its amount will depend
upon the law of variation of engine torque with engine
revolutions for the particular engine used. (See refer-
ence 3.) If the propeller is of the constant-speed type,
the pitch-change mechanism will attempt to alter the blade
pitch; the resulting change in aerodynamic torque opposes
the change in revolutions. The fluctuations in rotational
speed and the associated variations in aerodynamic torque
and thrust of the propeller are then functionally related
to the law of control of the pitch-change mechanism and
the dynamics of its operation. (See reference ii.)
The present report will be limited to a study of the
effects of yaw and of angular velocity of pitch. In the
follow_ng sections dVe/V a and dVa/V a are evaluated
for yawed motion.
Propeller in Yaw
Ratio dVo/V a for yawed motion.- The increment dV0
is the Component parallel to V@ of a side-wind velocity
computed as follows_ The velocity Vs is regarded by
analogy with wing theory as passing through the propeller
fr_disk at an anode _- _' to the axis, where _ is the
angle of yaw and cv may be termed the "induced sidewash
angle" (fig. 2). The side-wind velocity, for small
values of both _J and ¢', is accordingly Va(_ - _').
The sidewash arises from the cross-wind forces.
These forces are the cross-wind component of the thrust
T sin?Y and of the side• force known to be produced by
yaw ¥ Cos _. (See fig. 3.) The analysis is restricted
to small _; these comoonents are then approximately T_
and Y.
If the sidewash ve!ocity far behind the propeller
is Vy, the ".nduced sidewash at the propeller may be
ta1_en as Vy/2 by analogy with the relation between the
induced do_nwash at a finite wing and the downwash far
behind the wing. Note that i diameter may be considered
"far" behind the propeller as regards the axial slip-
stream velocity,; 95 percent of tae final inflow velocity
is sttained at this distance.
As a first aoproximstion, thrust and side force are
asstu_ed to be uniformly distributed over the propeller
disk; corrections due to the actual distributions are
investigated in appendix A. Under this assumption the
momentum theory, supported qualitatively by vortex con-
siderations, shows that the slipstream is deflected side-
wise as a rigid cylinder. The sidewise motion induces
a flow of air around the slipstream as in figure _. The
transverse momentum of this flow is, according to _unk
(reference 12), equal to the transverse momentum of an-
other cylinder of air having the same diameter as the
slipstream at all points and moving sidewise with the
same velocity as the slipstream boundary. Note that the
air within the siiostream has a greater sidewise com-
ponent of velocity than does the slipstreara boundary.
Far back of the propeller the ratio is _ = i + 2a.
V
The time rate of change of the transverse momentum of
the air flowing at free-stream velocity through this
second cylinder should be included in setting up the
momentum relations for the sidewash.
15
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By equatin S the cross-wind force to the total time
rate of c_lange of momenttum,
T_ +Y :
--_ + _,!_kjar V a 4 Vy s
to the first order in 9, where the first term on the
r_ght is the contribution of the sliostream and the
second term is the contribution of the air displaced by
the slipstream. On Oividing by GV2D 2 and using the
relations V a : V(1 + a) and V s: V(I + 2a),
'_ "r: i C/
--- . ,
V a ) t-. ! ](i + a, 2 II+
I_ (t + 2a)2_1
(12)
= £t
where c, is the induced angle of sidewash at the pro-
peller. Glauert !reference I$) deduces almost twice this
value at small values of a bF neglecting the reaction
of the air C±STO!aced by the slipstream.
It was shov:n earlier that the effective side wind
in the olane of the propeller is Va(9 - _') and dV 0
is ._:be-component Dara!lel to Ve} that ms,
dVe = Vale - ¢') sin e (13)
The value IO f _ ' from equation (12) may be introduced
2
and the relation y T_ : a(l + a), from simole momentum
theory, may be used to eliminate Tc. There results
_7- = ( a)._ - fl (a) s_',._ea. _ (1 +a) -2 (lSa)
where
(! + a)f(a) = - !--} Z" ' + _ ) + ( 1I } 2 _ ) _
l + (l + 2a) 2 (14)
16
and
2(1 + 2a) 2
f c = (15)
I' ! + (I + 2a) 2
Ratio dVa/V a
for unyawed motion, the changes produced by yaw are
for yawed motion.- As V a = V(I + a)
dVa _ dV da d a
Va V + i + a I + a
if dV/V,
being of the second order in
v'hich is cos @ - I =
2'
4.
is neglected as
In order to evaluate da, figure 2 is first con-
sidered. The co_:oonent of the effective side wind in
the direction opposlte to the blade rotation is
dV_ = Va(_ - _,) sin 6. This comoonent acts to increase
the relative w'n@ at the blade, and therefore the thrust,
in quadrants i and 2;-it acts to decrease the relative
wind, and therefore the thrust, in quadrants _ and 4.
_ore exactly, the change in thrust due to the side wind
_s distributed sinusoidally in e . it is clear that
this incremental thrust distribution by its antisy_etry
produces a 0itching moment.
_oment_m considerations require an increase in in-
flow in quadrants I and 2, where the thrust is increased,
and a decrease in inflow in quadrants 3 and _, where the
thrust is decreased. The variation should be sinusoidal
in _, and the ass_nr@tion that the variation is directly
proportional to the radius is SuJ_ficiently accurate for
computing the effect on the side force. Such a represen-
tation is illustrated in figure 5. The analytical ex-
pression is
dv : Vda
: kr sin 8 (17)
where k is a constant to be determined. Applying the
momentum theory to evaluate the pitching moment N in
te_s of the inflow modifications produced by the pitching
moment gives
17
O_
rq
Od
I
f_R 21-r
M--J # PVar dO dr r sin O (2 dr)o Jo
By substitute, on of the relation for dv,
P _2rr
N -- 2kpVa J / r3 sin29 dO"dr
vO VO
Upon .,._itegrati on,
16V r,_o
i + a)wR
where
_.T
"I " 0 pV2 D3
but_ by equations (z6) ana (17),
dV a da
"Via i + a
kr sin O/
/(i + a)
v /
or
dV a !6N c x sin 0
= (!$)
V a (! + a) 2
where
r
SllrEm.ation over bisde il3dex ]{.- The component-velocity
increments due to yaw have been obtained in the preceding two
sections as
dr8 _ z • (z3a)
V a (I + a) 2 -- I ( a ) fl(a) szn Ok
18
dV a
V a
! I< c
(].-_" a) 2"
(18)
where the subscript
d'.tions at the kth
dV 0/V a and dVa/V a
to yield values of
k has been added to refer to con-
prooel_er,_ blade. These values of
may be substituted in equations (5)
6(dFc) and 6(dTc). The values of
5(dFc) and 6(dT c) thus _ound may be inserted in equa-
tions (6) to (I!), which give the several forces and mo-
ments the propeller might conceivably experience.
The summations over k indicated in equations (6)
to (II) affect only the factors involving sin 8k and
cos 9k' The several factors are, upon eva_u_tio s
R= B k _ B
_ sin 9k : stn 0k cos 8k = 0
k:l .:_-I
If B _- 3,
k=B
_--- sin2 8k = B
2
k:l
/
!
/
/
If B : 2 or I,
f
: _"(I - cos 26i )8k
k:l
but the average over 8 is B/2.
I'--.B
The nonvan._shing factor .__--. sin 2 8k occurs only
k:l
in equstion (7) for the side _ rceY and -tnequatlon (iO)
for t_e oitching moment Y. The other hypothetical forces
and moments that might be oroduced by yav_I are, accordingly,
all zero. -
-I
"d
I
_en the rel_,tion
k=B
_-- sin 2 ek = B
k=l
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is used, equations (7) and (I0) become In nondimensional
form
B b (a)_R- fl(a) A'+ m _dx
Yc=_ 0.75R _ McB' _
(19)
(20)
For simplicity the following additional abbreviations
are introduced:
o' = B I_)0.75R
b' = _ _(-B')x .dx
e' =-_ i_C1x dx
Tr Ux°
a fl
_(-D')x 2 dx
d, = -'_ _'X'Jo
/
J
(21)
where the signs have been chosen to make
and d' oositive quantities.
a v , b' , c' ,
2O
Solution for Yc and M c for single-rotating
proDellers.- With the preceding substitutions, equations
(19) and (20) become
"
w°v 16
Yo = _8 (a)_ - fl(a) a, - --_ _c b,
2_ c _¢' 16 "[8 (a)_ - fl(a) , - -- Mcd
(22)
These are simultaneous linear algebraic equations
in Yc and _,_._ The solution for Yc is, after
simplification,
T_
y -
C,bTc, )f(a) _,
i + a'd'
1 + a,
h !a) o,b,c,]8 ! + (]'d_
which may be written in the form
wh e re
_" ..f(a) a'a, .....
V ---
-c g¢ a' fl(a) (25)
+ oVaV
a' - a' 8
a'bVc,
A' : i + o'd' (21_)
Numerical evaluation shows that the denominator of equa-
tion (2z). does not differ greatly from unity; therefore,
v is roughlv proportional to a'
Similarly, the solution for _c is
1]"
""c Z 9
f(a) o'c,
8 + O' fl(a) a'] (I + o'd') - o,2fl(a) b'c'
21
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,]
I
.l
which may be put in the form
f(a) m
- = (a5)
wb ere
m = (26)
2(1 + o'd' )
The relative magnitudes of the quantities are such that
_c is roaghly oroportional to c'.
So!uti:on for _ and ._. for dual-rotating oro-
_C C
_Jellers.- The forego:]_r_g equatio1is aoIp]._-only to single-
rotating propellers. With dual-rotating propellers the
asy_maetry of the dis!_ loading, which for a single-
rotating oropeller oroduces the pitching moment due to
_sw, is oppositely disposed over the front and rear aeo-
n _otlI.n_, The resultant over-all disk loading, therefore,
is almost sy!_etr]cal and gives rise to a negligible
,I _' Q CYoi tcli___no ]noment that i s,
Mc ._- o (a7)
The induction effects associated with the respective
@isk-]oading asy_._..etries or' the front and rear propeller
sectiens very nearly cancel even though there is a finite
seoaration between the two sect'ons. This fact, which
may be recarded ss a consequence of the relation (27),
is represented by putting _fc - 0 in equation (22).
The resu!t.,is
_, f(a) o'a'
-c i (_o)
•- _ _a) o'a'i + $-_ ! •
This equation _.iffers from equation (23), which
applies to sir.gle rotation, in that unity replaces the
lar_er quantity in the denominator. The
a T - A'
side-force coefficient _c is therefore larger in the
case of dual rotation. _A"it_ldata for conventional
!
!
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propellers, the increase averages about i$ percent and
reaches 32 percent at low blade angles.
The increase _n side force is due to the lack in the
dual-rotating propeller of the asymmetric distribution
of inflow velocity across the disk which, for the single-
rotating propeller, is induced by the asym_netric disk
loading. The inflow asyntmetry is so disposed as to reduce
the change in angle of attack due to yaw on all blade
elements. The behavior is analogous to that of downwash
in reducing the effective angle of attack of a finite
wing.
The inflow asymmetry is not the only effect analogous
to downwash in wing theory; the sidewash of the inflow is
another such effect and serves to reduce the side force
still further. Sidewash is, however, common to single-
and dual-rotating propellers and affects both in the same
way. An examination of the steps in the derivation shows
i
that the term _ fl(a) G'a' in the denominator, the
absence of which would increase the value of v c, is due
to the sidewash.
Hquations (2 3 ) to (2[_) give the stability derivatives
of singl_- and dual-rotating propellers with respect to
yaw, but the results are not yet in final form. There
remain the evaluation of a', b', c', and d' and the
introduction of a factor to account for the effect of a
spinner and another factor to correct for the assumption
of uniform loading of the s_de force over the propeller
disk.
Explicit representation of a', b', c', and d'.-
Equations (21) show a', b', c', and d' to be integrals
involving the functions A', B', C', and D', respectively,
which are defined in equations (_!) in conjunction with
equations (I) and (2). The quantities A', B', C', and
D' are, upon evaluation,
A' = c_ sin _ + c_ cos _ (29)
B v - -t C
I
L..,
cos - (sin# +
23
I
C' : c_(_cos _ - c_ (sin _ - 2 csc _)
cos2 _.
N
c cos _)
D' -- - <_ sin /
if terms in the coef±_clent_" of profile drag Cdo are
neglected, as being small in com,oarison with the terms
in cTja The neglect of cd is valid only for values
0
of _ not too near 0 ° or 9 0°.
From figur_ 1,
unstai!ed range,
Do = _ + _. Then, for _ in the
sin _o = sin _ cos a + sin c cos
-- sin _ + c cos
and
c7__ sin _3o ~ c_a sin _ + cza _ cos _'
s_n F+ c cos
:c t
CL
the right-hand member of wh_ ch is just A' in equati_on (29)
This relation orovides the important-result that, although
both _ and c_ depend on the inflow, the slipstream
rotation, and the value of V/nD, the function A' is
_ndependent of these quantities .and.depen_is solely on the
geometrical blade angle _o" This relationship leads
directly to the interpretation, to Oe established presenbly_
that the effective _n_" area o_ a.propeller is essentially
the projected side ares.
The introduction of _o does not succeed in similarly _
elimdnating H and cz from B', C', and D' but does
result in a simplification in B' and C' The summarized
results are, to the first order in a, with D' left
unchanged:
•_' = c_ sin _o
c 0¢
C' = cz cos Do + 2c_ csc ##
D' :- _a sin _ - cz cos
The integrals (21), in which
occur, must new be evaluated.
a !
A' B' C' and D'
Upon substitution,
c 7,_ ;1
w _x b sin _odZ
0
e
- ]_ _x cos _odx - _xcz CSc _ dx
c_ i I
w _x cos _odX + bxc
0 0
csc _ dx
\
/ (3o)
c z i
- _ l:x2a cos _ dx
D
and b
b
" b
o.75R
is the blade width.
Hv_lu.o.t ..on oL a' b' and c' The integral a,
is already in its simolest form in equations (30), as is
the first integral of b, which is identical with the
_5
O_
oJ
I
_q
first integral of c'.
is defined as b!,
b ' = bI - b 2
c' = b! + 2b 2
If the first integral of b'
\
J (31)
where
bI =
i
b2 = 1 # ,_xc_
_x cos _ dx
csc _ dx
J
(32)
In the attemot to evaluate .b2 it was found that,
if the blade section coefficient of profile drag and the
rotation of the slipstream are neglected, the thrust
coefficient is
_I (I + a) _c'= h.z _xc csc _ dx
J_O
where
V
J - __
nD
If an average value of i + a over the disk is used,
1 + a can be taken from under the integral sign, and
J _T c
b2 =--
o' _2 (I + a)
But, by the simple momentum theory,
2w Tc : a(l + a)
26
Therefore,
J 2a
b2 _,
A graph of the variation of 2a/_ with T is given in
figure 6. c
Aoproximate evalua_'on of d'°- The contribution of
d _ c_a /I
= -- _x2 sin
IY <_O X O
to v is small Tt is found, by using the largest
-a c • _.
value which a may have without causing stalling of
the blades (about i/_ radian), that the second integral
can be neglected, with the result that
d !
Note that ,_ involves the inflow velocity and the slip-
stream rotationsl velocity. These \_elocities, if assumed
to b_ constant, over the propeller d'sk, may easily be
related to T c and Qc' resoectively, from momentum
considerations.
Curves of rJ'have been compu_d for a typical plan form
(H_d!ton-Standard orooeller 3!_-6) and are oresented
in fl,_u•e 7. This chart makes use of an altered notation
introduced later in the report; the ordinate is the
quantity
3_
T =_d'
and a •parameter is the solidity at O.75R ,
m
5w .75R
J,
cr_
oc
i
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The abscissa is V/nD. The error in computed side force
.due to using this chart for clan forms other than the
T i"Ham lton-Standard 3155.-6 should be negligible. The
chart is not sufficiently accurate, however, for precise
computation of the pitching moment due to yaw.
Correction for nonuniform distribution of side force.-
The induced sidewash angle c' as calculated in the
foregoing is based on the assumptions that the thrust
and the side force are each uniformly distributed over
the propeller disk. The error in effective average
sidewash due to the assumption of uniform thrust dis-
tribution can be shown to be small; the error due to
the assumption of uniform side-force distribution is
appreciable. The effect of this error on the computed
side force is small, but not neglig.ib!e.
The side force is actually distributed over the
propellGr disk nearly as the product of the integrandl
of the most important term in the side-force expression a,
a_d sin 2 8. The integrand of a' is proportional to the
blade width times the sine of the blade angle, which
tends to be greatest toward the blade roots due to the
twist, and sin 2 8 has maximumsat 8 = 90 ° and 270°.
The side force is therefore concentrated near the blade
roots and. along the Z-axis. In calculating an effective
average of the p.-_rt of ¢' due to the side force, this
distribution of the side force is taken into account by
_ _ which _ s b sin p,using i_ e_ect the integrand of a',
times sin a 8 as s weight factor. The detailed treat-
ment is given in appendix A. There is obtained for the
effective average of the induced sidewash angle
where
2 (Tc_/ + ki.Vc)
TF
c' = - (33)
(1 + a) 2 +
(1 + 2a)
i
!_a dx
x
x o
b sin
(3k)
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is a correction factor derived in aopendix A. if _,
is inserted for c' in the analysis for side force and
pitching moment, the corrected forms of equations (23)
and (25) are, respectively,
Y
C
r(a)a'a,
+ kaCT a,
a' - A'
_,_ = 85,__ f(a) m
c I + kaY, (a, - a')
where the abbreviation
k a
has been used.
wash factor.
0
fl, (b sin _)2
}b sin _od
dx
2
(35)
The factor ka may be called the side-
Correction for augmentive _
e_fe,_t of spinner.- If the
spinner-nacelle or spinner-fuselage combination has a
fairly large fineness ratio, the circumferential component
Of the side wind is speeded up in passing arotu_d the blade
shanks (fig. 8) by approximately the factor
where
x_
• K
soinner radius
R
constant (i for fineness ratio
ness ratio 6)
; 0.90 for fine-
29
C%
!
This local increase in side wind is equivalent to an in-
c_oe in the angle of yaw ._ in the sslne ratio Thus
at radius z___ the e_'_±ective angle is
! +_( i
*e(X) =¢ L ._!
_-_ is obtainedThe effe,_u_ve averag,_ yaw over tbe disk Oe
from the consideration that dYc is nearly proportional
to the integrand V sin 8 of the dominant term a,.
Aporoximately, therefore,
Y : k'_ i
,-. F, sin ,6odx
: k%'e fi
• b sin _o dx
wh e r e
_. o g]_ ms a constar_t. Accordin .y,
#
_::. _,"-- i- _-_ wOaX
_k - i
f
sin _odz
Uxo
= k
According to this result, if the proocller is
equipped with a soinner, the orcvious!y g_ven expressions
for side force and oitching moment should be multip!ied
by the constant k_, which may be termed the "spinner
factor. _' The va!_e of k s is of the order of i.iI$ and
varies slightly with blade angle.
_,,_wdefinitions°- it is worth while to introduce
certain now definitions at this point to f;ut the final
equations in better form. The original definitions were
3o
chosen solely with a view toward clarity in oresenting
the derivation. The nrz_._Ina_ change is the replacement
of
a, = B 5o.75R
which is prooortional to the solidity at 0.75R , by the
actual solidity at 0.75R
O--- CT
3_
(37)
This change entails replacing all t_e integrals occurring
7in the equation by .,w___ times the former values. Thus
a, is reolaced by ! I, b I by T d' by Zz _nd A' by A,
-'.29 _ _ .
whe re "'
TI --_ a T
T - 3W
_,_ - -- bIa
T - 5w
_z - -- d'
In addition, the following definitions are intro-
duced: •
%S._VT-
-- qS'
3
IT _C
6Cy'
CxT f "-"
-,_ %T
91
om
rH
od
!
_q
and
_m qDS'
8
= -- M
1T .... C
where the "..?ro0eller disk area
,_D2
S; -
The symbols C_r, and Cm' have been so chosen in rela-
tion to the conventioral si@e-force and oitcb_ing-moment
-- and Cm._ t_at con-coeff!cients of an airplane Cv_.,.
Version .is obtained through the relations
C_/ _
S,
5:',.
_'_ qcS
S' D
S c C_'_
v,,here S is the wing ares. and c is the wing refer-
ence chord :,T_ L._leforegoing "_ J.s• :._o_,ethst in all _
measured in radians.
,_orrec_on_ of side force fo] com:oresslbility.- it
_:..,._.n.....ooendix ,_ tu_._ a t-ordc _ correction for
co_.pressibLlity i.s obtained by di.viding t):_e side force
by - _'_, where Y;e Js r.__,_,ted to the stresm _ach
nu_mber PT and I//nD __ ti_e curve of flgure 9. The
correction i_,.valid only below, the critical _',,,acz_number
for __,_
....... orooelier.
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Summarized effects of yaw.- With the new definitions,
the side-force derivative for a single-rotatlng propeller
is
_, =_
_Z¢ qs'
ksf(a) a!_
= il (38)
+ kaOl I
_l - A
and. the side-force derivative for a dual-rotating pro-
peller i s
_ _Y/_%,
qS'
k s f(a) o7l
= (39)
1 + k a oi I
For a single-rotating propeller the oitching-moment
derivative is
Cm' = qDS'
: k s f(a) m
1 + l_z (T - A_ (4o)
and for a dual-rotating propeller the pitching-moment
derivative is negligibly small.
The side-force derivative may be corrected for com-
pressibility by dividing by J{_ - _#e2. The same cor-
rection m_y be applied to the pitching-moment derivative
but wit1_ less accuracy.
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r-_
OJ
I
The quantities involved are:
Spinner factor
k : i +
s
I x
"-,,x ° \ x/ b sin _o dx
pi
•"_ ' r 0
_/o u, sin S dx
Sidewash factor
where
k a f Fa)!
m2 sint " dx_ ............ P,'%
_]., X
/'h I X 2
SQd_:. _ _in ,Go d.9
o
r (a) =
I
(i + 2a_ 2
")
, 9 _1 _- (1 + ,__)
.r. 1±nz 1o,_,factor
a --
/
/ T_
+8 _ i1!!.1 '"
2
q-factor
r(a) = (I + s) _(I + a) + il + 2a) ,
i. + (i + 2a) 2
Solidity st _ _r,_.
.i • _ j. L
(36)
(35)
(14)
(37)
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i
fT -
-1 k c_a I
_x o
I
= -_- C
O
13 = _ fl
h c_a
U
X
0
A =
_ sin @o dx (41)
_ cos '_oxd_ (k2)
°°s2 _ x2 (L3= dx )
sin _
Io! + 2J_)
_(l + cl3)
(44)
cl + 2J 2a
2
m : (_5)
a(1 + cI})
and in equation (36), for a nacelle fineness ratio of 6,
I< = 0.90 and, for a nacelle fineness ratio of o_ K = 1.00.
The charts of figures 6, 7, I0, and ii are provided
for determining 2a/_, ._T, flea), an_ f] [•a), resoectively.
Required accuracy of ks, ka, and A.- To the degree
in which com?arison with existing ezperiments establishes
the accuracy of the side-force formulas - about +-I0 per-
cent average error - it is sufficiently accurate to use
the mean values @._ for k a and, for the usual-size spinner
(x s = 0.16), ]..lJ_,for k s. To the same accuracy, the
terms in J may be omitted from A, and Iz may be set
J
equal to tn. average value 3, wi_ the result t_.at
l+}a
r-
a_
oJ
I
Ava.i.labilit_.[ of charts of side-force derivative.-
]'n reference i_ Ls presented an extensive series of charts
computec] from eq.ustions (_) to (4_-) for two conventions!
propellers. The derivative C ' is given as a fm_ction
Y
of V/nD for bisde angles ranging from 15 ° to 60 ° and
for solid, ties from t_o blades to six blades, with single
, _ -rotation and da_._ rotation. In reference lb. zs presented
a metho@ of extraoolat_on whereby: this set of charts may
_ -'- " _ ' for all conventional oro-be used for de_rmin_._Lg _v
nell_rs without resort to the or_--" _" ",_ _n_,i equations (3b) to
i44) o
Pitchin,o'-m.oment d_rlvativ_.- By n_mrerLcal evaluation
of ,_<_,llat...on _9] ti_._hitching moment of a single-rots_ting
prooel!er in yaw is found to be of the order of the moment
produced b_, a force equs! to _ ,_de force actinFz at the
end of a lever a_.r..,_a_ ":,_ _ . =_jTs. _._,_ to the <:,_:_ooe±!er radius ,m,_
" r I a...__moment is sm_l= and has heretofore been neglected in _-::_r-
craft stab__litj studies. Yote that the effect is a cross-
couDiimg bet_._'een yaw _<%d T)itch.
The ,_7 rotati._',S propel" " de r,o t_-_ng[..... - i_.r v,91 OOS LD ] ....,_
moment.
i
/-"V,,a _ mRatio d_L._ . for' '_.n_:;ular_'_lo_-_ty,.,__ o_ _":._tob,- ;he
anguler velocity of Ditch _-_ .......... {._o no dire_t contribution to
tb = rotational veloc:ty _n the plane of the propeller
dis]< V@. It ......_ knovm from Glsuert's v..'ork(__e_ence,eC . - x),
however, that nitchin.g, __ve_ ........r_.se to s. side f,-,_c_ ......._:.._r] to
_ _ r,_ _' force e _ldewashs p_tch_n b m.oment, zh=s side inducs a _
that affe.,ts Vm _ as in the case of the va_ed prop<,±_er.
The cban_<e in _; zs" ......_,_noro....__,_._,_"...... the sa_:_...... as the induced
n_rt of the tot '_ ._,a_,_ for ?_a_ed motion. "r."hzs _._.._ng_,
_.s obtained b.7 setting _._: 0 in equatLon (!_a):
"" _ S _ _ _ '
e : _ ......... (a) °
V fl + a) 2 _!
a k
where
2t_ + 2_,_ 2
! + "]. + 2_:,) 2 "- "
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Ratio dVa/V a for angular velocity of pitch.- The
direct increment, due to pitching, in the axial velocity
V a is qr sin 9.
The induced increment due to the afore-mentioned
Ditching moment is by equation (i$)
:7a I _,
(I ÷ a) 2
sin 0
The total increment _Va.. is tbe sum of the direct and
the induced increments. Therefore
dVa- sin% I + " ] (47)rl + a) 2 (i + a) qDx !6WcX2V w _I
_XD r e s _ _ _c....ons for v and .- Uoon introduc!n_ the
equations (_) and (aT), the equations that result here
in place of equations(!9) and (20) for the propeller in
yaw are :
-- i:l 1 _-._C I a) qDx 16_I_ x I
i b f . i:'+ i+
_ (L_8)
Solution for 7 0 and _" - By using t_-_ abbrevia-
tions of equations (21), equations (_!.3)become
_ ,'rl"0 _Yc $ fi(a) a' -i (! + a) O___D+ b r
• i 2v _ I J
3?
_j
!
r ]
L " 17
which are simultaneous linear algebraic equations in
•_ m _ and Yc is, afterand '_'c" =he solution for v c
s_...._,_o_._"fication,
Yc
Yo -
qD (_' + a) Z ol 2 _ _2a
2v 8 F f!(a)
+ $ a(! I - A (I + al x_)
_'_c- qD (! + a)
2V 16
_!3\ 1 + _i_/. $ aa
r](a)
I + ..... o(I - a)8, 1
Side-force derivative and _.itching-moment
derivstive Cm q ,_._.oe-f,orce and Ditching-moment de-
rivatives ms.i¢ be defin.ed as follows:
C-z_ - '"' ..... ' -
q
V2S,
2
=-(l+a) o.12 _ j_a
r- 1 ._._, ,.( s ) !]i._ + c O(l I - A (! + o!7)J
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_m
m
q
'I + a
2
fl (a) a!h
I+ 8 f ](a)
f].(a)
i + 8 _(%i - a)
aA
where
_.D2
I
a
Rough approximations may be obtained by omitti:-g the
induction terms - that is, the terms due to sidewash and
to inflow asymmetry. There result
, ", (7 + a) ol 2
.L, q
C_I' =- (I + a) G__
q 2
(49)
]' I'_ ''' [ _ -- S O _ i of a_le of _-av: with angular velo3._.t_L__qf
oitch to produce same sidc. force.- To the s_me rough
a<Joroximation as :_qua[!]_n--_.,]_--
The ratio of
force is tbermfore
_ ' , _ k ol"v = f(a
_,,_ " s I
"_ to qD,/2V to produce the same side
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-I
-q
I
.-7
C._.T !
qD/2 V CV '
-¢
(! + a) !2
f(a) k 7
s !
T
-'2
k s !!
(5o)
This ratio _ s of the -_
_ u._er of unity.
:"_._a__tm'..m_obtainable side force due to pitching.- The
_:_aximu_ side-force coefficient due to pitching occurs,
for a given bladc-ang!e setting, when qD/2V is a
nlaximu_,.:.o Ya_.im-_Lm qD/2V in unstalled flight is de-
ter,._ined by the maximum norP,,al acceleration that the air-
plane can develop, which is determined by the _ "m_xm mum lift
coefficient, The normal acceleration is
an = qV
fro:.n which
qD anD
2v 2v2 (5l)
At a given sneed the < _ _ anmax
maxl1,_u_m normal acceleration
could be realized at the top of an inside loop. The
relation :!s
W
--gam°max' = Down_:ard lift + :%_eight,.
,._ P V 2_r S + W
_Jma:_
4 o
or
b Cnmax i
-
(5z)
The value of nma../_;
a V 2 is greatest when V is least.
If the discussion is limited for the present to the
minimum speed for level flight Vstall,
PCL
.2W/S Vstal I
From equation (52),
anmax 2g
V2 Vstall 2
and therefore, from equation (51),
: 2
max V stal !
A practical upper limit to (qD/2V)ma x at the
stalling speed would be afforded by a hypothetical fighter air-
plane having the following characteristics:
Then
Vstal I = 75 mph
= ii0 fps
D - 12 ft
32.2 × 12
V/max (110) 2
= o.o3a
By equation (50 ) the angle of yaw, in radians, that would
. oprovz_e the same side forc_ is aonroximatel_.T
rd
(Xt
|
ksil max
Tf._a minimum blade ang].e_" ._f 15 ° at stallzng" soeed is
s.ssm_ed, the ratio i2/ks! I is i.i_ for the repr_=sentative
Hamilton Standard propeller 3155-6. Therefore, (qD//2_'_max
would be equivalent in _ ,_ _zn_,. side force to an angle
of yaw
!,' .= -_ _9 x 0.',._._2
-: -0.0_6 radian or -2.1 °
The resul+ino • side force would be quite small
•,_ny times the preceding w.lue of (.{_,_ V)inax
obtainable during th_......soin, which involves w_ .....e, stalling.
If the spin is excluded from consideration, tb.erefore,
the general conclusion to be drawn from the example
is that even in an eztreme maneuver the side force due
to rate of pitclhing is very small and. in all ordinary
maneuvers this side force is negligible.
Va_:imum obtainable n_tcbin_T moment due to nit:chi.ug
The oreceding data, when a-_=,-_ to the "
,. _.._ ..... _ pl tching moment
due to pitching, indicate that the maximum obtainable
pitching moment is of the order of the product of the
propeller diameter and the mazimum obtainable side force
due to pitching. The general conclusion about the side
force imolies that the pitching moment due to pitching
is small even in an extreme maneuver, v_'ith the e_,:ception
of the spin, and in all ordinary maneuvez_s _s negligible.
Forces due to sngular velocity of yaw.- Angular
velocities of yav_' attain magnit,_oes of the ,.,a_,.eorder as
angular velocities of Ditch. The forces on a propeller
due to yawing are, like those due to n ° _ _"....
.itcm_,._, negligible
excent in the shin.
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Concept of' projected side area.- The area projected
by a ]propeller blade on a plane through the axis of ro-
tation and the axis of the blade is
' f "
/ b sin _o dr
u,r
O
The average area projected by all the blades of a rotating
propeller on any plsne through the axis of rotation is
the projected side area
- B_ *Rsp - g
--O
b sin Do dr
where B is the number of blades.
it can be established that the product
pressed as
where S' -
o II
From this reiation,
may be ex-
_D 2
4
h
oI_ = c_ S' (53)
is the propeller disk area. Thus all,
which figures so prominently in the expressions for the
side-force derivative C_'., is proportional to _e
projected side area of the prooeller. In reference 13,
II is termed the "side-area index. '_
_,ffect_ve fin area and aspect ratio.- Inasmuch as
D2/S o is the aspect ratio A of the projected side
_ it is also true that
are a _]3 '
c_a 8
all - A (54)
Substitution of equation (53) in the n_merator and equa-
tion (5_) in the denominator of equation (39) gives for
a dual-rotating propeller
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I
q
f(s) q ,sp
- ]T_
c_
C
•_"/'o_<o_!, :k CL
f_a) q _ s i
" _P i +
A
as k a :0o_. on the average and
CZ,(_
........m o.95
2_
I
(55)
For comparison, the corresponding expression for an
actus], fiL of the same area and asoect ratio, at which
the local @ynam'.c pressure is f(a)q, is
C
6l _ /_ ¢ ' I ' = ----_ (56)
f(a) q sn I +2
A
when. ti_e lifting-line form of aspect-ratio correction is
used. By omitting ks, _hich merely accounts for the
favorable interference between spinner and propeller,
equation (55) can be written in the form of equation (56 )
by _.ntroducing an effective aspect ratio
A
_C
O_
2_
_2
_ _ A
3
it follows that a @ual-rotating propeller in yaw
acts like a fin of which the area is the projected side
area of the propeller, the effective aspect ratio is
approximately two-thirds the slde-area aspect ratio, and
the local dynamic pressure is f(a) times the free-
stream value. A single-rotating propeller may be shown
to act similarly, but the effective aspect ratio is mark-
edly less and is not so simply ezpressed. A mean effec-
tive aspect ratio for both sln_±e- and dual-rotating
propellers is about 8.
Effective dynamic pressure.- By the definition of
a, the expression V!! + a) .....is the axial wind velocity
at the propeller disk. Accordingly, (! + a)2q is the
dynamic pressure at the propeller disk. The pressure
(I + a)2q is only slightly greater than f(a)q, the
effective dynamic pressure of equation (56). Thus the
equivalent fin described in the preceding paragraph may
with small error be regarded as _situated in the inflow
at the oropeller disk and subject to the corresponding
augmented dynamic pressure.
Comparison of side force of single- and dual-rotat'Lng_
propellers.- It has been pointed out in the discussion
accompanying the derivation of Yc and Mc for dual-
rotating propellers in yaw that the dual-rotating pro-
peller averages I$ percent more side force than the single-
rotating propeller and that the increase reaches 52 per-
cent at low blade angles. The detailed explanation is
given in the same discussion. In brief, dual rotation
eliminates certain induction effects associated with single
rotation_ the dual-rotating propeller acts as if it has
a considerably higher aspect ratio and therefore develops
more side force for the same solidity.
Magnitude of Ditching moment.- It has been shown
that yew gives rise to zero pitching moment for a dual-
rotating prooeller and to a f_nite pitching moment, given
by equation (_0), for a single-rotating propeller. The
ntunerical evaluation of equation (!_0) for typical cases
shows that the oitching moment is of the order of the
moment produced by a force equal to the side force, acting
at the end of a lever arm equal to the propeller radius.
This cross-coupling between pitch and yaw is small, but
possibly not negligible.
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PROPELLERS IN PITCH
oJ
!
The results for propellers in yaw may be applied
to propellers in pitch from considerations of symmetry.
The normal-force derivative of a propeller with respect
to pitch is equal to the side-force derivative of the
same propeller with respect to yaw, and the yawing-
moment derivative of a propeller with respect to pitch
is equal to the negative of the pitching-moment derivative
of the same propeller with respect to yaw. These re-
lations are invalid when the propeller is in the upwash
or downwash of a wing. (See reference 13, p. 12.)
CO-_,'_PAR!SON. ,._rrm't.:r.,,_.,-.. EXPER!}_NT
Experiments of Bramwell, Eel f, and Bryant.- The
experiments of Bramwell, Reif, and Bryant _n 191_ v_th a .four-
blade model propeller in yaw (reference 15) are worth
noting be,zause the experimental arrangement was designed
specifically for the problem. }he balance was arranged
to yaw with the propeller and to measure the side force
directly with respect to body axes. Tare readings were
inherently small in _ _ "
_omoar_son with the forces being
measured. Tunnel speed was calibrated by comparison of
thrust curves for the same nro_eller in the wind tunnel
and on a whirling arm.
A calculated curve of Cy'/9, which is the same as
Cy'_ for small values of 9, is comoared in figure 12
with tl:e experimental values of reference 15 . There is
included for further comparison the theoretical curve
calculated by _[isztal (reference 9). The curve calcu-
lated from the formula of the present report appears to
give somewhat better agreement than that of _isztal but
the improvement is not conclusive. The nrincipal objec-
tion to Yisztal's formula remains the labor of its appli-
cation rather than its defect in accuracy.
Experiments of Lesley, Worley, and _oy.- In the ex-
periments of LGsley, _7orlsy, and _[oy renorted in 193 7
(reference 16), the nacelle was shielded from the
air stream, with the result that only forces on the
propeller blades were communicated to the balances. A
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3-foot, two-blade propeller was used. _easurements were
made of six components of the air forces on the propeller.
Calculated curves of Cy'_ are compared with the
experimental values of reference 16 for 1/= lO ° in
figure 13. Note that the original data of reference 16
were presented therein with respect go wind axes, and the
data have been converted to the body axes of this report
in the presentation of figure 13.
Experiments of Runckel.- The most complete experi-
ments 0n yawed 2 propellers - the only published experi-
ments on full-scale propellers -are those of Runckel (ref-
erence 17). Runckel tested single-rotating propellers
of two, three, four, and six blades and a six-blade
dual-rotating propeller. The diameter was I0 feet. An
attempt was _.ade to correct for the wind forces on the
rather large unshielded nacelle by subtracting the forces
and moments measured with zero yaw from the corresponding
forces and moments measu_gd with yaw at the same value
of V/nD. _i!
iq_
Calculated curves o_j_i CV'/_, including a spinner
ared _ii_!_
correction, are comp _ figure l_ with the_ i faired
from rence 17 for !0 ° yaw. Inexperimental curves
refe_reference 17, as in 16, the original data were
tcpresented with respect d axes and the curves have
been converted to the b axes of this report in the
presentation of figure In figure 15 the unpublished
experimental points for the singlc-rotsting six-blade
propeller are presented for comparison with the faired
published curves as converted to body axes.
Acc_uracy.- From these several comparisons of the
theory with experiment it appears that the average dis-
agreement is slightly less than ±lO percent. This
accuracy is of the order of that obtainable by the vortex
theory for the uninclined propeller when the number of
2The propellers of reference 17 were actually tested in
pitch rather than in yaw but, inasmuch as pitch becomes
_,aw upon a 90o rotation of the axes, this conversiom was
made to keep the discussion consistent. In this con-
nection, a vertical force due to pitch has herein been
called a side force due t_ yaw.
_.!-7
O_
r_
Od
I
blades iv tacitly ass_med to be infinite by the omission
of the Coldsteln corrcctiom for finite number of blades.
The same assumotion is made in the present analysis.
T l 'r_ _" 'CO ,:,lC.... IO_S
The foregoing analysis of propel]_ers in yaw and
propel].ers subjected to an angular velocity of pitch
permits the follov_ing conclusions.
I. A propeller in yavf acts like a fin of which the
area is tl3e nroj_-_cted side area of the propeller, the
effective asnect ratio is of the order of [], and the
effective d.vnamic pressure is __oughly that at the pro-
peller disk as augmented b_ the inflow. The variation
of the inflow velocity, for s fixed-oltch propel!cr,
accounts for most of the variation of side force with
advance- dia_;_.eter ratio.
7o A dua!-rotatiLg prooe77c,- de_Te_,,ons un to one-
¢, _ .third more side force than a siu_5,]_e.-rot_t_.m_, _ propeller.
3. A yawed single-rotating propei.l.er experiences a
pitching moment as well as a side force. The Ditching
moment is of t_!e order of the moment produced by a force
equal to the si_e force_ acting aft-,the end of a lever
arm equal to the propeller radius. This cross-coupling
between hitch and yaw is small, but possibly not negligible.
I, P"_onel!er forces due to an __._,_._,',_7_,;_,......velocit,_ of
pitch or 7Taw are neg!igiblF small for the angular ve-
locities that ma;_ be realized in maneL]vers, "v_!tllthe e:i-
ception of the shin.
Langley _[emoria! Aeronautical Laboratory,
_,.Tational AdvisorTT CoT_m1"ttee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va.
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APPELDIX A
DT:R!VATION OF o!DE_,ASI: F'+j_,,R
If ti_e assumption that the side force "s uniform!,y
distributed over the -propeller disk is abandoned, it is
necessary to proceed differently beyond equations (5) in
deriving v _'or the curpose of obtaining an effective
average induced sidewash, it is nermissible to _ .....l_t
dVo_ ,.
the small term B' ----_ in _qua-'' t'.;.on(5), which F_zves
_T
9
_(dlT, o) _ (I + a)2 <_I0 dTTO
An equivalent differential relation for the time average
side force, divided by _j2D2, on an element of disk
ares x d6 dx may be substituted for the sum_ation of
equation (7), as
6e
d_,dx d._ - B6(dY e) sing ._e
The fraction dVe has been ._hown. to be __ven by
(A-2)
dV 8
V
a
- (* - c') sin 8
where _' is the local induced _-,,-__-___e.,__..of sider;ash at the
orooeller dls_. Combining _qu__,.t_ons (_-i), (#.-2), " __ (__)
usin._ A' = c _-_n @o, and assuming that (i + a) 2 is
constant over the disk g'.ves
dyc cZ G' (I + a) 2 sin 2 @ [_I
o_ / (9 - _') _ sin Fo dx (_, ;,',
d8 8_ _ :":c
from whi ch
o4
!
o_ _'(I + a) 2 / p[
Yc = 8 </Xo b sin
_o dx
- -- _' sin 2 8 ,u,sin _o
IY
An effective average ve!ue of c,
Yc : - -_') _, s'.n8
is obtained by c_.f_.n=n o
1 (A-k)
from which the effective average -_,__ " "_ :g-e of s::.c_ewash is
I 72_ I
? ¢' sin2 8 b sin _o dx d_
Jo%
c' =
i-'sin _o dx
In this appendix the ffiduced sidewash angle ¢, is
the local value at the disk element x dx d0, not the
average value used in the main text; ¢_. is comoosed of
one part due to the side force c' and one part due to
v
the cross-wind comoonent of the thrust ¢'T' The ef-
fective averages are designated. %-_ and _-' . Then
, T
equations of the form of equation (A-5) hold betw_cn
¢, snd c' and between ¢' and _'
Y Y T T"
5o
The evaluation of T, follows: The nroducty
VaeYv sin 6, hereinafter called ve , is a velocity
comoonent oarallel to V¢ but not necessarily in the
same sense. In order to evaluate v6y for use in
equation (A-5) , it is useful to define a quantity f
such that 62_"
• ]_ (!x de is the time average of tn,::
x 6x ge
increment due to va_,,, of the peripheral force on _-
_._ element
of disk area x d_ dO Hakin_. the _"m_7_m"_n _ assumo-
tion that the o_rip.hera! force on an ¢..lement of the _)ro-
peller disk affects only the air flowing through that
element and equatin S the oeripheral force to the rate of
change of' 0eripheral nomentum m-_v.......ch this force produces
far behind the prooe!ler leads to th.e relation
= + pV r dr d V
x __8 x d_ d@ pV a r dr d_ 2VSy k s / 2_
(see derivation of _:_ust -_- _?'
.... ,.,..i ( ), .J_,_ ) 0 "_
v9 v
_a
62f
2 • c,
x 5x6_
62fc
2 :_ 6x 60
r 7](1 + a) 2 i + -
I (1 + 2_) 2
r--I
C_
!
whe re
f
f -
c pV2D 2
V a = V(l + a)
: V(l _ 2a)V s
An alternative form of equation (A-2) is
-C
x _x60
sin 9 _: dx d.9
or
@o 6 fo
: ---- sin 9
x 6_ 68 x 6x 6e
In equat#_on (a-x) the _, _ t_ .-
-_ z ac_ .... _t _, _.<blch de_oends onJ _ • _.
e, is small compared v;_tb '!i allows the aooro_iraate
relation • -
whe r e k
v_me o f
6Y c
6O
- k sin 2 8
is a cons _..nt° Integration establ_ shes t.......
k aS ' e./ ,v ,v- therefore
6Y c V c sin 2 9
68 -
6)_'c • 2
' sin 0
62Y c
6.x 69 ,w
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By equation (A-L),
Therefore
6Y_
----_ - Yc
_x
sin _o
i
X o
b sin _o dx
6_: 69 -_c I
_x._ _ sin Po
sin 2 6
62fc sin e v _, sin _o
x 6x 6e _ pl
x_x &Josin _o dx
• 0
Equations (A-6) and (A-7) estsblish the value of
A_
ve../v s, which can be substituted for _, sin 9 in
-_I Y
equation (i-5) as app!ied to -g, in place of _-,.
Y
This va!ue is
Vgv 2 sin e _ _ sin _
- -" -.-_ ..-4.' - _O
Va [ 1 "7 1T x/_ 1
_. _2 I + t . ,_(7 + _,,
(! + 2a)2 b s_,-n dx
_0
Therefore_substitution in (A-5) as spp!ied to
_T
Y
2_l . 2 (_ sin {3o)2
2Y'_.o___"_o sin _' X
rr2 (1 + a) 2 1 + _--
I (1 + 2a) I,/
L " \]- x o
dz d@
sin
w
' gives
Y
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c_
I
The integration with resoect to
m
Y
2
_T
Tr _C
(i + a) 2 Ill +
The part of E'
0 results in
(_ sin _n) 2
x
!d(! + 2a)
due to v
sin _o d
dx
(A-8)
in _'" __, whiohe,_ua_. n (12),
is based on the assumption of unifozm_ distribution of
thrust and side force over the propeller d_sk, di_f.:.rs
from: the expression for i-,y given by equation (A-S)
enly in the absence of the factor
i
_.'sin _0)2 dx
' _0 X
kl = _I x_2sin _o d
o
which is equation (3_!-). An analysis for i-, similar
to that for _'v results in s value that doe_ not
appreciably differ from the part of c, due to T_ in
equation (12) ; that is,
2
Tc$'
(i + 2a) 2
Accordingly, the _PP_.... cti<.'_:average._ induced angle of o__c¢o"_-
wash _, which equals _-'v_ + _-'T' is given by
n
2
W I (T _ + k] _;:'e )
:1( l + _I ) 2 +
(I + 2a) ,
_ . -- is _,n.....ed for ¢v:hich is equo.t_on (33) If c' " _ '
in equation (12), the factor _l(a),/_ in equations (_Z)
(a)
_. -- kI This is the n,_:_,_tand (2 5 ) is reolaoed by 8
that has been called the sidewash factor R a. With the
value of kI inserted,
al (p. sin _._)2
JX ' dxX
1, = fl(a )
8 p sin _o d;_
_C 0 /
JJ
C_
O4
I
APPENDI X B
CORRECTION FOR _. _'.,',z_=_.o:_.1.o_,LITY
The side-forCe derivative Cv'
proportional to the integral
is very nearly
]
ii -3 c b sin @o dx4
(hl)
To a first _f. n" .._o or,..x_mation the eeeect of cm_':oressibility is
accous_.ted for by _ _ ..... tL ._,_2
r._o_ _clng c, by c .... , v:here
' _ 7.a,/_ X
,K_x is the resultant speed of _h_ blade section at x
divided b_" the speed of sound, in the free stream. 7f
the subsedpt c is _--d._=._to designate quantities. _orrected
for compressibi!ity ef_os,
T : 3 c [_ _. sin i3_ d._
C ' G _! _t P0.2 v- - ": -
A mean effective _.'<:uch n_unber _,,T defined by the relation
• G
m
T = -I (_=;U-"'
_l /0 _ P
_e
would also approximately s_.t_ the• . s.L_. re].s.ti,]n
C\r I
',it
....@_ 1
Equation (B -3) const'trtes the d£sLre_ correction of' the
side-force derivative for c......)_e._sib_=_=:ty_" cf±sct,_,....
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The determination of
__[e oroceeds as follo_.s:
By equations (41), (B-l), arid (B-2),
i
I " i N _I_ 2
n!
.2
For determining the ratio.: '_",,ii]e/;.,,/TLFI it is sufficiently
accurate to put
and
I _2
-: l + t._-4.)
2
I _,_2
X
"_l + (B-5)
v/1 _ a
although approximation (B-_) will not be a991ied to the
_--_ .final equation (_ _) Then
I
._ 2s"x b sin Do dx
_, 2 = 00.2 (B-D)
e flI
• _ sin _o dx
_0.2
By reference to figures I and 2, if inflow and rotation
are neglected,
F..'7
J
wl
Cd
I
i-7
}<.._2
2
V a
a2 sin 2
I- 2]Y'Ir<- ! +
L _!
where
a sp£ed of sound in free stream
M Iree-stream _,_acL number
V
y -
nD
r
R
(s-7)
The ap_froxir_t.koP_sa-: _ = ,"..onstant and
likewise adeouate _ o_, t,hs oreo_,._t purpcse;
sin I_ -
1
1 '7=]2,71
\ Jl
equations (B- snd (_-_-7) give
G
r_
/'-" / ' 2"
<J--o.a £-<"Mxl
J_
• 'tJ)M )':
< _,_
dx
p I
dx .
,.2v4_+ t<V
@O=d a_e
the_efors, as
,,,s-S)
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° _- _ fT.i_ __" -"TIpon l_.u_ 6 .....tlOll
/_< 2 Y + x2 - °'a//°'°!_ +k2 1 + ,/1 + ?,_
0.2 + _!0.0;_+ A2-
(_-9)
where
I"
k= __
Equation (B-9) Drovides thd de '_-s res-._e.._ lation betv;een the
e_fecozv_ .._ch nu_,uer _,, ,..._.d. the stre_m _.".achnumber ?vl
for use in equation (B-_.[, A :'_-'o. _. pn of th3 variation of
Le/I',,_.with V/riD, commuted from equation (B-9) , _ s given
in figuz_e 9. i,,Totethat, in spite of the rapid rise of
Ne/__,_ v:ith decreasing V/nD, for const'ant-speed propeller
operation _':e decreases.
It may be noted that equations (B-_) and (B-j) are
" a " " -" .. - .... ° " O; .LIp raoo].±c aD_._ro>:4_:atzons to the Gtau.ert comoressz _ "_"ty
factor i//4_--_. Equstions (B-6) to (3-9) are,
however, independent of the constants of the parabolic
represe'_*oL_on..,_.__. Thus the va!idit_ o-r_these equations
is not restricted to the case of a vc<riation of c
with _.,_. number that follov_s tn..,'_ C!auert relation;
the equations are valid for any variation that may be
approxi'_.,ated in the 'region of intere_ _ by a oarabola,
such as
where A and B
c_ = (A + ,2,f,_2) c
are constants.
The compressibility correction ceases to amply at
Mash numbers abo,Te the critical .,.. ...ch n'_nmber for the
propeller.
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